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Announcing 24-HR Delivery

PilePro knows immediate access to materials is 
critical to keep projects on time and budget. We now 
offer 24-HR Delivery, on in-stock Z sheet pile corner 
connectors, to your project job site or across most of 
the US. Or if 24-HR delivery is not available in your 
area, try our Quick Delivery — order any quantity of 
in-stock connectors, and they’ll arrive to your job site 
within 2-4 days. 

How It Works

1.  Fill out online  
product order  
form

2.  A sales rep from  
PilePro will call  
to confirm order 

3.  Check clock — 
Orders placed before  
9am (EST) get  
delivered the next day 

4.  Receive order on  
project job site within 
24 hours

24 hours
Orders placed online by 9am (EST) are  
available for next day delivery

2-4 days

AK & HI: 7-12 days

Frequently Asked Questions:

Is there an additional cost to 24-HR turnaround 
delivery? None to a contractor or end user.

Can you order online and/or over the phone for 
24-HR service? Online orders are processed quickly 
and efficiently; if you need to speak to a PilePro expert 
about a next day delivery call (866) 666-7453.

Is there a cut-off time for next day delivery?
Yes, next day orders should be placed by 9am  
Eastern Standard Time.
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The PilePro Group’s patented O-Pile systems 
(steel pipes with welded O-Pile connectors) offer 
comprehensive pipe-to-pipe and pipe-to-sheet 
solutions for high capacity retaining structures.

Previous methods of connecting pipes were 
complex, slow and difficult to get right. O-Pile 
connectors provide a unique ability to connect 
continuous O-Pile systems (pipe-to-pipe) in a 
number of configurations that give varying levels  
of pipe spacing. Same is true for combined  
O-Pile systems (pipe-to-sheet) that utilize  
either O-Pile or PilePro connectors for high 
capacity combined wall structures. 

O-Pile systems offer a more efficient and cost- 
effective alternative to both traditional U- or 
Z-shaped steel retaining wall systems as well  
as slurry, secant or contiguous concrete walls.

Benefits

UNMATCHED SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

•  DIAL-IN SAFETY TO MEET STRUCTURAL LOAD  

AND DURABILITY NEEDS

•  STRENGTH

•  LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

•  DURABILITY 

•  DRIVE THROUGH ROCK

UNMATCHED CONNECTOR SUPERIORITY

•  PATENTED O-PILE CONNECTORS

•  INTERLOCK STRENGTH

•  POSITIONAL FLEXIBILITY

•  PRE-APPLIED SEALANT

•  DESIGN FLEXIBILITY & EASIER INSTALLATION

O-Pile’s unmatched system and connector efficiencies 
are explored on the next three pages. To learn more 
about O-Pile systems visit www.iSheetPile.com. 

The Leader in Innovative Continuous & Combined O-Pile Systems

Project: Hatem Memorial Bridge
Objective: Strengthen bridge foundation

Solution: WOM/WOF-XL connectors were used 
to form high capacity pipe-to-pipe cofferdams 
at the Hatem Memorial Bridge in North-East 
Maryland. 

The high bending strength and stiffness of a 
continuous pipe-to-pipe wall was preferred over 
other options to resist over 90 feet of water 
pressure and form a safe excavation for the 
contractor. 
 
WOM/WOF-XL connectors provided the highest 
degree of tension and bending strength available 
to secure the pipe-to-pipe connection and ensure 
pile integrity after hard driving.

CASE STUDY
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Unmatched System Efficiency

1. Dial-in Safety — O-Pile is the only pipe-to-pipe and 
pipe-to-sheet systems in which you can “dial in” thickness to 
meet your specific structural load and durability needs to ensure 
overall safety. Thickness can be increased specifically at the 
splash- and low-water zones for increased durability. Additional 
costly measures, such as coatings, special steel grades or 
cathodic protection, become unnecessary. This gives the most 
efficient use of steel and the most cost-effective solution  
for durability.

2. Unmatched Strength — O-Pile systems offer unmatched 
efficiency particularly where high capacity structures are 
involved. O-Pile systems achieve strength by increasing pipe 
diameter, which spreads weight gained over an increased 
width. This minimizes weight gain per sqft (sqm) and radically 
improves efficiency. This is in stark comparison to how a 
beam-based combi-wall system develops strength.

To illustrate this efficiency, below is a comparison of strength to 
weight for an O-Pile system and a King pile system. 

System System Measurements Strength 
Increase

Weight 
Increase

O1
O-Pile 762 x 25.4mm;  

11,116 cm3/m; 207 
ins2/ft; 410 kg/m2; 
84 lbs/ft

O2
O-Pile 2,134 x 25.4mm;  

37,826 cm3/m; 7032 
ins/ft; 464 kg/m2; 
95 lbs/ft

X 3.4 X 1.13

K1
King pile beam system  
(1080mm beam with a  
77mm sheet pile)

8,753 cm3/m; 163 
ins3/ft; 205 kg/m2; 
42 lbs/ft

K2
King pile beam system  
(1080mm beam to 
beam)

29,330 cm3/m; 546 
ins3/ft; 656 kg/m2; 
134 lbs/ft2

X 3.3 X 3.2

Call out box shows how thickness can be “dialed in” to meet 
safety needs (e.g. structural load and durability). 

O-Pile systems clearly show, as the section modulus increases, there is a 
minimal increase in weight. This is in direct comparison to the steep gain in 
weight a King pile beam system experiences to obtain a similar gain in strength.

panel weight: lb/ft2
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3. Load-Bearing Capacity — The surcharge and lateral 
load-bearing capacity of pipe sheet pile is significantly higher 
than standard U- or Z-type sheet piles or combined wall 
systems of similar weight, because of its natural geometry. 

4. Superior Durability — O-Pile systems have a distinct 
advantage over traditional steel sheet piles by having a 
minimized exposed surface relative to King pile systems. Pipe 
sheet pile that is used in corrosive soil and/or water need only 
have a corrosion allowance factored for the exterior surface of 
the pile. 

5. Drive Through Rock — Using the patented WOM/WOF-S 
connectors and DTH drilling, O-Pile systems are the only 
pipe-to-pipe solution that can be driven into solid rock.

Compared to driving a conventional beam or pipe sheet pile 
combi-wall, the installation using a continuous O-Pile system 
with WOM/WOF-S connectors is much less challenging due 
to one single fact: O-Piles are supported throughout their 
installation, whereas King pile combi-wall systems are not. 

Installation using WOM/WOF-S connections are simplified 
by the use of a template and panel installation method. The 
installation of O-Piles is similar to driving sheet pile pairs in 
a basic two frame template. At no stage is there a pipe pile 
entirely unsupported throughout its length as it is driven to 
grade. Each pipe is supported by adjacent pipes with a small 
lead ahead of the rest, ensuring accurate wall alignment. 

Standard Combined Wall Systems

Pipe Sheet Pile

Dotted white lines = exposed surface

Picture illustrates the superior template and panel installation method that 
O-Pile systems utilize.
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1. Patented O-Pile Connectors – Developed to solve the 
myriad of constructability problems associated with the use of 
poorly designed thin-walled connections for pipe-to-pipe, O-Pile 
WOM/WOF connectors, in various sizes, are structural grade 
and are tested to ensure optimum performance in use.

2. Interlock Strength — Tensile tests on the WOM/WOF-XL 
connector (19.5 Kips/inch) clearly show the high pull out 
resistance of this connection. In physical laboratory tests the 
WOM/WOF-XL had a pull out capacity of 19.5 Kips/inch 
(348mt/m). The high ductility of the extruded steel content of 
the WOM/WOF-XL ensured capacity was obtained without 
fracture of the material. Hot-rolled steel would not have 
performed as well. In comparison, the pull out capacity of the 
WOM/WOF-XL was 2.7 times that of a Larssen connection.

3. Positional Flexibility — All O-Pile connectors have a widened 
base for stability on the pipe surface, and each connector provides 
up to 20 degrees of rotation to ease placement.

4. Pre-Applied Sealant — WADIT, a globally proven sheet 
piling interlock sealant, comes pre-applied in the WOF interlock 
chamber before delivery to the jobsite. WADIT is explored more 
in-depth at wadit.com. 

5. Design Flexibility & Easier Installation —This gives the 
designer unparalleled flexibility in targeting design capacity. 
It gives contractors a connection that is easy to install, fewer 
pipe piles to be driven and improved scheduling overall. To view 
continuous O-Pile system examples, visit www.iSheetPile.com 
to custom design O-Pile systems.   

Unmatched Connector Superiority
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A robust water-stopping sealant, 
WADIT eliminates the need for  
costly pipe coatings.

Photo shows the structural 
grade WOF-XL connector 
with its splayed ends to 
ensure a strong base on 
pipe surface. Also, all female 
O-Pile connectors come with 
pre-applied interlock sealant. 
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O-Pile Connector Quick Guide for Ball & Socket  

WOM-S ONLY CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-60

COMBINED AND 
CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS
WOM-XL 

COMBINED AND 
CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

For continuous O-Pile systems using  
DTH in difficult driving conditions.

For continuous and combined O-Pile systems; 
width in between WOM/WOF and WOM/
WOF-XL. Width = 60mm.

For both continuous and combined O-Pile 
systems; most widely used O-Pile connector 
combo. Width = 92mm.

WOF-S ONLY CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-60

COMBINED AND 
CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS
WOF-XL

COMBINED AND 
CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

For continuous O-Pile systems using 
DTH in difficult driving conditions.

For continuous and combined O-Pile systems; 
width in between WOM/WOF and WOM/
WOF-XL. Width = 60mm.

For continuous and combined O-Pile systems; 
most widely used O-Pile connector combo. 
Width = 88mm. 

WOM ONLY COMBINED  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-XXL

COMBINED AND 
CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

For combined O-Pile walls using PZ or PZC. 
Width = 35mm.

For wider continuous and combined O-Pile 
systems. Width = 152mm.

WOF
COMBINED AND 

CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS

WOF-XXL
COMBINED AND 

CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS

 

For continuous and combined O-Pile systems. 
Width=25mm.

For wider continuous and combined O-Pile 
systems. Width = 148mm..

WOM/WOF 
extended range 

possibilities  
are listed on  

pg. 6.
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The advantages of O-Pile systems, both continuous and 
combined, are the seemingly endless configurations – which 
includes variable pipe diameter, and wall thickness, as well as  
a myriad of superior O-Pile and PilePro connectors to chose  
from – that help ensure the chosen system is the most efficient 
and cost-effective high capacity solution.

The following table lays out the nomenclature in relation  
to continuous (O) and combined (OZ) O-Pile systems.  
Visual examples of O-Pile connectors and connector 
combinations are on the next page. For additional examples 
of both continuous and combined O-Pile systems 
visitiSheetPile.com. 

O-Pile: Endless Configurations and Solutions for High Capacity Projects

O-Pile System Examples O-Pile Connector Combination Names O-Pile Nomenclature Rules, both 
continuous and combined

OZ23-W1 (PZ 22 + 30" X .375") W1 = WOM/WOF
Combined systems only.

OZ  (section modulus #)
W1   (sheet name + pipe diameter  

X pipe thickness)

O82-W5 (44" X .428")

OZ136-W5 (PZ 27 + 66" X .688")

W5 = WOM-XL/WOF-XL
(Connector length = 180mm, 7.1")
For continuous & combined; most widely  
used connector combination.

O  (section modulus #)
W5  (pipe diameter X pipe thickness)
OZ  (section modulus #)
W5    (sheet name + pipe diameter  

X pipe thickness)

O201-W7 (66" X .687")

OZ37-W7 (PZC 18 + 36" X 0.5")

W7 = WOM-XXL/WOF-XL
(Connector length = 240mm, 9.5")
For wider continuous & combined systems. 

O  (section modulus #)
W7  (pipe diameter x pipe thickness)
OZ  (section modulus #)
W7    (sheet name + pipe diameter  

X pipe thickness)

WOM/WOF Extended Range Possibilities for Continuous & Combined Systems

Name Width mm

WOM + WOF (W1*) 60

WOM-60 + WOF (W2) 85

WOM-60 + WOF-60 (W3) 120

WOM-XL + WOF-60 (W4) 152

WOM-XL+ WOF-XL (W5) 180

WOM-XXL + WOF-60 (W6) 212

WOM-XXL + WOF-XL (W7) 240

WOM-XXL + WOF-XXL (W8) 300

WOM-XXL + WOF (W9) 173

or order a specific length for your project

* W1 only used with combined systems.

WOF-60 + WOM-XL (W4)

WOF-60 + WOM-XXL (W6)
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Continuous O-Pile Connector Combination Examples

WOM-S + WOF-S (WS) CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-XL + WOF-XL (W5) CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

Connector combination is used for DTH (down-the-hole drilling);  
only O-Pile system that can be driven through solid rock.  
WS combined connector width = 52mm/2.4"

W5 combined connector width = 180mm/7.1”

WOM-60 + WOF (W2) CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-XXL + WOF-XL (W7) CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

W2 combined connector width = 85mm/3.4” W7 combined connector width = 240mm/9.5”

WOM-60 + WOM-60 (W3) CONTINUOUS  
O-PILE SYSTEMS WOM-XXL + WOF (W9) CONTINUOUS  

O-PILE SYSTEMS

W3 combined connector width = 120mm/4.7” W9 combined connector width = 173mm/6.8”

Visit  
iSheetPile.com  

and use the  
Continuos O-Pile Tool  

to configure your next 
project.
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Combined O-Pile Connector Combination Examples

WOM/WOF 
For combined O-Pile walls using PZ or PZC; 
WOM/WOF extended range possibilities for both 
continuous and combined systems are listed  
on pg. 22.

WOM-XL/WOF-XL 
For combined O-Pile walls using PZ or PZC; 
WOM/WOF extended range possibilities for both 
continuous and combined systems are listed  
on pg. 6.

  For Ball & Socket 

CF 
For weld-on connections to combined O-Pile walls.

CF Large 
For weld-on connections to combined O-Pile walls 
that have thicker CF walls.

  For Cold Formed

V22 
For increased rotational flexibility with  
Larssen connections in combined O-Pile walls.

Tank 
For ultra sturdy combined O-Pile wall connections.

ULL 
Universal Larssen lock for any type of weld-on 
configuration with combined O-Pile walls.  
Width = 30mm; an extended range of ULL 
connectors is shown at pilepro.com

                 For Larssen

Visit  
SheetPile.com  

and use the Combined  
Sheet Pile Tool  

to configure your next 
project.
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